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Abstract: The unique pool of features found in intracellular and extracellular bacterial biopolymers
attracts a lot of research, with bacterial cellulose (BC) being one of the most versatile and common.
BC is an exopolysaccharide consisting solely of cellulose, and the variation in the production process
can vary its shape or even its composition when compounding is applied in situ. Together with
ex situ modification pathways, including specialised polymers, particles or exclusively functional
groups, BC provides a robust platform that yields complex multifunctional compounds that go
far beyond ultra-high purity, intrinsic hydrophilicity, mechanical strength and biocompatibility to
introduce bioactive, (pH, thermal, electro) responsive, conductive and ‘smart’ properties. This review
summarises the research outcomes in BC-medical applications, focusing mainly on data from the
past decade (i.e., 2010–2020), with special emphasis on BC nanocomposites as materials and devices
applicable in medicine. The high purity and unique structural/mechanical features, in addition to
its capacity to closely adhere to irregular skin surfaces, skin tolerance, and demonstrated efficacy in
wound healing, all stand as valuable attributes advantageous in topical drug delivery. Numerous
studies prove BC compatibility with various human cells, with modifications even improving cell
affinity and viability. Even BC represents a physical barrier that can reduce the penetration of
bacteria into the tissue, but in its native form does not exhibit antimicrobial properties, therefore
carious modifications have been made or specific compounds added to confer antimicrobial or
anti-inflammatory properties. Progress in the use of BC-compounds as wound dressings, vascular
grafts, and scaffolds for the treatment of cartilage, bone and osteochondral defects, the role as a
basement membrane in blood-brain barrier models and many more are discussed to particular extent,
emphasising the need for BC compounding to meet specific requirements.
Keywords: bacterial cellulose; biocompatibility; biomedical application; wound dressings; scaffolds;
drug delivery; antimicrobial; medical device

1. Introduction
Biopolymers are produced by living organisms, namely the prokaryotes and eukaryotes, as extraor intracellular compounds, synthesised by means of processive enzymes. Latter ‘joins’ the amino
acids, sugars, sugar acids, hydroxy fatty acids or inorganic phosphates utilising glucosidic, peptide,
ester or anhydride bonds to form molecules with higher molecular weight, such as polysaccharides,
polyamides, polyesters, and polyphosphates. Ref. [1] Acting as a prime cell factories, different bacteria
utilise the carbon and nitrogen sources, transforming them into complex compounds from group of
polysaccharides, polyamides, polyesters, polyphosphates, extracellular DNA and proteins, etc.
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a stand-alone material, for which various physic-chemical, mechanical and biosynthetic modification
routes have been proposed, using (multi) functional polymers, solvents, and particles that introduced
new or elicit the superior properties over their plain BC counterparts. Detailed reviews describing the
most efficient modification routes have recently been published by Gorgieva and Trček [8].
The microstructure, morphology and composition of BC product can be modified at the stage of
biosynthesis, known as in situ modification. The attractive forces and interactions between the BC
polysaccharide chains, i.e., Van der Waals forces and intermolecular hydrogen bonds, can be adjusted by
simple addition of specific agents or particles. The latter affects the arrangement and composition of the
amorphous and crystalline regions, determining the crystallinity profile and microstructure of resulting
BC product. Lv et al. [10] fabricate two-layer nanofibrous material using the potato starch (PS) granules
in order to interrupt and disassemble dense nanofiber net, formed at liquid–air interface during static
culturing. This creates larger voids within the fibre network (Figure 3). Resulting membrane was
seeded with the muscle cells on top, creating a biomaterial candidate for the reconstruction of hollow
organs, including blood vessels, intestine, bladder and oesophagus.
Freeze‐dried structure
before inoculation
Potato starch granule

Swelling

Gelatinization

Gluconacetobacter
xylinus

Inoculation

Network I

Double‐stage morphology

Local oriented surface

Network II

Cellulose synthesizing

I2‐KI staining treatment
Purification

BC

IPN of Network I & II

BC/PS nanocomposite

In vivo
Muscle cells
TE urethra

Muscle section

Tubular TE urethra

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of biosynthesis of BC/potato starch (PS) composites and experimental
design in fabrication of tissue engineered urethra. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [10] Copyright
(2016) American Chemical Society.
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BC fibre formation is influenced by the culture media (carbon and nitrogen source), culturing
conditions (temperature and pH), degree of aeration, stirring rate, and cultivation time. As previously
mentioned, the presence of additives can significantly alter and adjust the quality and ultimate
properties of BC product [11]. It was observed that under agitated conditions, BC forms as irregular
grains, star-shaped and fibrous strands, and also have a tendency to form highly branched, cross-linked
structures [12]. In a paper by Fijałkowski et al. [13] the BC product was obtained under rotating
magnetic field; resulting product demonstrate lower density, higher water absorption capacity,
and significantly reduced microfibrils association compared to the unexposed control. A rotating
magnetic field significantly increased the amount of wet cellulose particles obtained, but reduced the
weight and thickness of dry cellulose. Gao et al. recently described [14] a new way of BC modification
by modifying its building block, i.e., glucose. Before use in the culture medium, the glucose was
derivatised using highly fluorescent compound (i.e., 6-carboxyfluorescein, 6CF) and used as a new
substrate for fermentation with K. sucrofermentans. The fluorescence intensity of final product was
found linearly dependant and adjustable with the concentration of the 6CF-modified glucose in the
culture medium. Bianjing et al. [15] show the inclusion of fluoride ions during the biosynthesis of BC
and investigate their influence on BC yield, morphology and other properties. A decrease in yield but
an increase in Young’s modulus, retention of crystallinity and a significant change in morphology were
demonstrated. The mechanism underlying the effect on BC processing is H-bone acceptor action of
fluoride ion, which competes with the hydroxyl and acetal oxygen atoms of cellulose. Same keeps
the polysaccharide chains on distance to the extent that cellulose network breaks down, while strong
ion-dipole interactions are formed between the fluoride and cellulose hydroxyls.
Ultrasonic treatment of BC membranes is ex situ, post-synthetic modification pathway, which,
beside physical properties (e.g., roughness), also affects the temperature of pyrolysis onset, shifting
the value from 208 ◦ C to 250–268 ◦ C, Ref. [16]. Same type of treatment was found to be a potentially
attractive approach for increasing the viscosity, mechanical properties, and swelling capacity of BC.
In a study by Paximada et al. Ref. [17], BC suspensions were treated with ultrasound at a frequency of
20 kHz, a final nominal power of 82 W and different periods (0–5 min). The longer periods (5 min)
increase the crystallinity of the cellulose and the entangled fibrils, while a short treatment (1 min) was
advantageous for the BC suspensions, as the fibrils could be reduced to half of their initial value due to
their collapse.
To induce their biodegradability BC nanofibrils were modified by means of gamma irradiation.
Study by Darwis et al. [18] show that an irradiated BC membrane with dose of 25 kGy and 50 kGy
immersed in a simulated body fluid (SBF) solution, reached 18% and 25% weight loss in 6 months
period, in contrast to a degradation resistant, non-irradiated BC. Gamma irradiation significantly
affects the tensile strength, particularly after immersion in the SBF solution, mainly due to loosening of
the fibril network and the release of small molecular weight fractions.
BC demonstrate very low degradation rate in vivo. The main reason behind is high crystallinity of
BC, as well as absence of the cellulose degrading enzymes in human body to carry out the hydrolysis on
β-(1, 4) glycosidic bonds. BC implants show only slow, non-enzymatic hydrolysis [19], which depends
on the chemical components of a main chain and side groups, the state of aggregation and morphology,
the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance, the surface and other factors. This is advantageous for certain
applications, but restricts the use in native form when applications in regenerative medicine are
intended. Oxidation by sodium periodate [20], nitrogen dioxide [21], or immobilization of the enzyme
cellulase [22] are among the reported approaches to trigger the biodegradation of BC, where final
degradation product (i.e., glucose) is considered harmless, which is ideal for bioresorbable purposes in
many medical applications.
The chemical modifications of BC utilise the abundant hydroxyl groups, as typical for all cellulosic
materials and same include oxidation, etherification, esterification, carbamation and amidation
(Figure 4), all resulting in formation of reactive functional and charged groups, such as sulfate, carboxyl,
aldehyde, phosphate, amino and thiol groups. Among all, the acetylated BC attract significant interest
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Figure 4. Chemical modifications of BC. Reprinted with permission from [23]. Copyright (2017) Elsevier.

The ‘nanofication’ of BC, as recently introduced term in review of Choi et al. [24], comprises
the downstream BC processing by acid, enzymes and ionic liquids, used to transform the long
nanofibrils into nano-sized particles with higher crystallinity than initial BC product. The processing
of BC crystals is usually performed by acid hydrolysis (hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, phosphoric
and hydrobromic acids), wherein, similarly to the formation of nanocrystals from plant cellulose,
the amorphous regions are hydrolysed. By this, hydrolytic cleavage of glycosidic bonds is enhanced,
thereby releasing individual crystallites from the remaining intact crystalline regions of high acid
resistance. Such crystal-like forms of BC have been identified as more convenient for drug delivery
formulations, e.g., nucleic acid delivery systems (Figure 5) [25].
BC can be suspended by mechanical means and further mixed with hydrocolloids. Examples
are guar gum and HA, where the resulting bio nanocomposite films have been further coated with
collagen to induce their bioactivity and render them unusable for medical applications, such as wound
dressings, scaffolds for regenerative medicine and systems for drug delivery and sustained release) [26].
The biological ‘inertness’ of BC may arise as an issue in certain applications where bioactivity is
required; the absence of bioactivity means the absence of cell recognition units to attract (human) cells
to attach; but it also means the absence of any active function vis-à-vis an organism, which may also
be desirable, such as antimicrobial activity. The combination with materials of choice, e.g., bio- and
synthetic polymers and inorganic compounds, is a general approach to elicit certain functions for a
targeted application, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Material use in BC-based nanocomposites, the modification route and biomedical application.
Material

Brief Description of Modification/Processing Procedure

Application

Ref

Gelatin (GEL)

BC oxidation (by sodium periodate, NaIO4 ) and chemical
coupling, followed with freeze-thawing.

Guided tissue
regeneration
membrane

[20]
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Table 1. Cont.
Material

Brief Description of Modification/Processing Procedure

Application

Ref

Bone tissueengineered
scaffold

[27]
[28]

Soft tissue
regeneration

[29]

Antimicrobial,
wound dressing
Haemostasis and
wound healing

[30]
[31]

Non specified
biomedical
applications

[32]

Drug delivery for
the topical
treatment of
psoriasis.

[33]

Non specified
biomedical
application

[34]

Scaffolds for
tissue
engineering

[35]
[36]

In situ addition of chondroitin sulphate.

Dental scaffold

[37]

Keratin

- Keratin/BC mats and thermosensitive hydrogel particles
(triblock copolymers conjugated with tragacanth gum)
were prepared by electrospinning and electro
spraying techniques.
- In situ processing: filter sterilised keratin (3% w/v) was
added to culturing medium; ex situ processing: keratin
was impregnated on BC at concentration of
10–15 µL/cm2 .

Wound healing
Skin tissue
engineering

[38]
[38]

Graphene oxide
(GO)

- GO suspension (0.2 mg mL−1 ) was added to the
culture medium.
- Dry BC membranes were cut into small pieces and
crushed by high speed homogeniser. BC/GO nanosheets
composite was synthesised by a sonochemical method,
and films were freeze-dried.
- One-step in situ biosynthesis by adding GO suspension
into the BC culture medium.

Drug delivery
Antibacterial,
biomedical
application
TE scaffold

[39]
[40]
[41]

Titanium dioxide
(TiO2 )

Impregnation of BC sheets in 1% aqueous suspension of
TiO2 nanoparticles; nanocomposites were used in wet or
freeze-dried form.

Wound dressing
for burns

[42]

Silver (Ag)

Green synthesis of Ag nanoparticles inside the porous BC
network by UV light irradiation.

Wound healing

[43]

Collagen

Collagen/
fibrinogen

Chitosan

Chitin

Carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC)

Alginate

Hyaluronic acid
(HA)

Chondroitin
sulfate

-

Physical mixing of BC slurry and collagen solution,
and subsequent freeze-drying.
Chemically modified by Malaprade and Schiff-base
reactions and prepared in form of 3D microspheres.

- Cell derived proteins after fibroblast seeding.
- Immersion in chitosan solution, followed
by freeze-drying.
- Electrostatic coupling of oxidised BC with chitosan
and collagen.
Metabolic engineering of BC for introduction of
N-acetylglucosamine residues.
1% of CMC with different degree of substitution was
added during inoculation. Drug (methotrexate) was
loaded by immersion, after the oven drying.
Mixture for 3D printing, including
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-oxidised
BC and laponite nanoclay.
- 1% HA dispersion was added to the fermentation
process at different time points (first day, third and sixth
day) after the start of fermentation.
- BC membrane was soaked into the solution of HA1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC)
derivative or first in HA and after in EDC.
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Table 1. Cont.
Material

Brief Description of Modification/Processing Procedure

Hydroxyapatite
(HAp)

- Alternate immersion of BC in calcium chloride (CaCl2 )
and sodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2 HPO4 ) solutions.
- BC pellicles were oxidised by 1 wt% sodium
hypochlorite (NaClO) solution; HAp was formed in BC
by alternating incubation cycles in 0.05 mol L−1 CaCl2
and 0.1 mol L−1 Na2 HPO4 solutions at room
temperature for 24 h in each cycle. Incorporation of
osteogenic growth peptide (OGP) and pentapeptide
OGP (10–14) was carried out by adsorption.

Calcium
phosphate (CaP)

- Homogenous BC suspension was prepared by grinding
the BC mat in distilled water, where
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP = (0.5 g, w/v), polyethylene
glycol (PEG) (1 g, w/v), agar (2 g, w/v), and glycerin
(1 mL, v/v) were incorporated. CaP was add-it in the
form of β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) and HAp.
Cross-linking by moist heat and pressure.
- BC used only as sacrificial phase: BC membranes were
loaded with CaP by wet chemistry deposition and
subsequently freeze-dried.

Mont-morillonite
(MMT)

- BC sheets were treated with 1%, 2% and 4%
MMT suspensions.
- Ex situ: immersion of BC membrane into MMT
suspension and in situ addition into culture medium.

Non specified
biomedical
application

[48]
[49]

- BC matrices immersed into aqueous solution containing
55 wt% of acrylamide for 16 h.
N,N0 -methylenebisacrylamide was used as the
crosslinking agent, and cobalt (III) acetate as initiator.

Non specified
biomedical
application

[50]

- In situ polymerisation of acrylamide in BC emulsion.

Bone and
cartilage repair

[51]

- Graft polymerisation of acrylamide on BC solubilised in
an sodium hydroxide (NaOH)/urea solvent system and
on dispersed BC by using N,N0 -methylenebisacrylamide
as a crosslinker under microwave irradiation.

Oral drug
delivery

[52]

Poly(lactic acid)
(PLA)

BC sheets were dried and coated with the PLA solution,
followed by loading of antiseptic benzalkonium chloride.

Antimicrobial
and acute wound
healing

[53]

Polyvinil alcohol
(PVA)

Purified BC membranes were immersed in a 10% PVA
solution for 24 h at 80 ◦ C, frozen at −20 ◦ C for 24 h and
thawed at room temperature in distilled water.

Non specified
biomedical
application

[54]

Acryic acid (AA)

Hydrogel formed from 1% w/v BC solution was mixed
with AA solution, subsequent electron beam irradiation;
material have incorporated human epidermal
keratinocytes and human dermal fibroblasts.

Wound dressing

[55]

Poly(acrylamide)

Application

Bone tissue
regeneration

Ref

[44]
[45]

[46]
[47]

formulations, e.g., nucleic acid delivery systems (Figure 5) [25].
BC can be suspended by mechanical means and further mixed with hydrocolloids. Examples are
guar gum and HA, where the resulting bio nanocomposite films have been further coated with
collagen to induce their bioactivity and render them unusable for medical applications, such as
wound
dressings, scaffolds for regenerative medicine and systems for drug delivery and sustained
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Figure
Figure 5.
5. Processing
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[25]. Copyright
Copyright(2018)
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AmericanChemical
Chemical Society.
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3. BC In Vitro/In Vivo Biocompatibility and Biomedical Applications
The biological ‘inertness’ of BC may arise as an issue in certain applications where bioactivity is
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Table 1. properties offered within a single material, such as
Because of
the combination
of in
exceptional
ultra-high purity, low coefficient of friction, appropriate surface topography, chemistry and
hydrophilicity, BC-based materials are widely used in biomedical applications [22]. BC is generally
considered non-cytotoxic in vitro as well as non-immunogenic [23]. According to a review by Petersen
and Gatenholm [57] the biocompatibility of BC can be attributed to its similarity to collagen in term of
fibril diameter (~100 nm) and assembling mode, i.e., extracellular synthesis out of monomer precursors
into long polymer chains. Another advantage is that BC can be purified to rich endotoxin levels below
20 (endotoxin units/device), as approved limit for implant by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). Ref. [58] For medical applications, ‘generally accepted as safe’ (GRAS) certification by the FDA
is required. The GRAS status is often restricted for bacterial biopolymers (as BC), mainly because of the
presence of host cell-derived contaminants, such as endotoxins, which negatively affect product quality.
Numerous studies demonstrate the compatibility of BC with various human cells that can
grow and multiply in the presence of BC, such as smooth muscle cells [10], chondrocytes [59],
fibroblasts [60], keratinocytes [61], osteoblasts [62], human umbilical vein endothelial cells [63], bone
marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [64], adipose-derived MSCs [65] etc. The BC potency to
stimulate collagen-I formation by MSCs was identified by multiphoton microscopy [66]. The seeded
MSCs adhered rapidly and firmly and grew into multilayers, demonstrating the ability of BC to
stimulate MSCs for osteogenic differentiation.
Some modifications even improve cell affinity and viability; grafting of a carboxymethyl group
on BC improves the initial cell adhesion and also causes a reduced inflammatory response in vivo,
Ref. [67]. Scaffolds based on BC and BC/hyaluronic acid (HA) or gelatin (GEL) have been investigated
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in contact with human pulp stem cells. Confocal microscopy images demonstrate well distributed and
adhered cells on both (BC/HA and BC/GEL) type of scaffolds, demonstrating potential for stem cell
therapy [68].
Group of Fu et al. [69] synthesised BC films by 7 days static culturing in 24 and 96-well plates.
The cell evaluation studies clearly demonstrate better proliferation and adhesion of mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (NIH/3T3 line) cultivated on their surfaces, in comparison with control group. The in vivo
studies performed on large skin areas showed faster tissue regeneration in BC group, with moderate
inflammation reaction, being localised to epithelial tissues.
The group of Pertile et al. [70] found that BC calcified under long-term in vivo exposure. In the
same study, the implanted BC caused a mild, benign and declining inflammatory response, which did
not induce a foreign body reaction, while four months after implantation, intracellular accumulation of
BC nanofibers in subcutaneous foamy macrophage aggregates was observed. Degree of calcification
was directly related to the porosity of the material and the duration of exposure. It was speculated that
such undesirable fate of implanted biomaterial, may also depend on the tissue type into which the
biomaterial is implanted.
3.1. BC in Wound Dressing
The light and transparent native BC membrane, offer extraordinary combination of mechanical
properties with a stress–strain behaviour similar to soft tissue, such as skin, which makes this
material very perspective for such applications, as already summarised in several reviews [71–73].
The easy of inspection (due to its transparency), pain relief effect, reduction of infection with exudate
retention capacity, reduced healing time, adherence to the wound and easy removal after improved
epithelialisation, are some of superior properties BC over the conventional dressings. BC dressings
form a dense physical barrier against microbial contamination and additional injury, while allowing
gas exchange. BC is also flexible and can adapt to the contour of a wound, reducing the risk of harmful
microbial contamination. They are available in any size and shape, and even large wounds can be
covered with a single membrane.
An interesting feature of BC membranes is that they interact differently with wounded and
intact skin. Indeed, the segment that comes into contact with intact skin dries out and forms a thin
cellophane-like layer that adheres to the outermost layer of the epidermis (stratum corneum). On the
other hand, the central membrane segment in contact with the wound remains moist, thus preventing
maceration of the skin around the wound caused by long-term exposure to moist dressings. Using a
microfluidic-based in vitro wound healing model, Ying et al. [74] showed that the underside of the BC
film can better promote cell migration to facilitate wound healing. In addition, the full-thickness skin
wounds of Wistar rats showed that the wound covered by the underside of the BC film had a faster
healing rate and a lower inflammatory response compared to gauze and the top of the BC film.
Wound healing consists of complex cellular and biochemical events that can be divided into
several overlapping stages, i.e., homeostasis, inflammatory response, cell proliferation and synthesis
of the extracellular matrix and the posterior period—maturation or remodelling Ref. [75]. Typically,
there are five types of wounds: abrasions, lacerations, punctures, lacerations and burns [76] and
in almost all types, wound exudates contain elevated levels of reactive oxygen species, cytokines
and proteolytic enzymes. Presence of exudates reduced the concentration of proteinase inhibitors
and growth factors, leading to tissue degradation and disruption of inflammatory phase, as well as
whole healing cascade. Further one, the optimal wound dressing should provide a moist environment
(for improved re-epithelisation and reduced scarring), absorb exudates during the inflammatory phase,
act as a barrier to infection and fluid loss, cover the wound lightly and tightly and allow the delivery
of drug or medication to the wound bed. Water holding capacity, water release rate and water vapour
transmission rate are among the most important quantitative physical parameters important for use as
a wound dressing and are strongly dependent on available surface area, pore size distribution, etc. [77].
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In a study of Moraes et al. [78], a wound dressing based on BC/collagen hydrogel was compared
with commercial collagenase ointment, both applied on rat dorsum wound. The composite hydrogel was
found to promote better wound healing than collagenase and the control group. Khan et al. [79] recently
reported preparation of highly microporous, surface-modified, BC scaffolds for skin regeneration,
wherein round shaped GEL microspheres prepared with a water-in-oil emulsion method were used as
porogen for porosity improvement.
BC doped with resveratrol was prepared by group of Meng et al. [80], as a wound healing dressing.
This polyphenolic compound, naturally found in red grape skins, red wine, peanuts, cranberries and
other fruits, is reported to have low toxicity and is well tolerated in humans. The same was found to
highly regulate endothelial nitric oxide synthase and vascular endothelial growth factor and promotes
angiogenesis in wound healing experiments. 3D shaped, BC/resveratrol scaffolds preserved the normal
collagen bundling pattern and induced re-epithelialization in defective rat epidermis, suggesting that
the material provides a biocompatible environment for stem cell attachment and growth and promotes
epithelial regeneration during wound healing.
BC and copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyric acid and 4-hydroxybutyric acid—a biodegradable polymer
of microbial origin was combined in a hybrid dressing [81]. Two groups of hybrid membranes were
investigated: BC loaded with a drug that promotes wound healing (actovegan), and BC colonised with
epidermal cells different from multipotent MSCs. The in vitro study showed that the most effective
scaffolds for fibroblast growth were composite BC-based films loaded with actovegin. In vivo tests
using an animal model with third-degree skin burns showed a higher efficiency of both hybrids
compared to a commercial wound dressing.
In the work of Khamrai et al. [82] BC was ionically modified using 2-(methacryloyloxy)
ethyltrimethylammonium chloride (PMTAC) and poly (sodium 4-vinylbenzene sulfonate) (PSS)
as positively and negatively charged polymers, respectively. Modified BC was further incorporated
into a GEL-based composite hydrogel, where the interlocking network was formed by the ionic
interaction with the oppositely charged, modified BC. The hydrogel patch was loaded with curcumin,
which enabled the wound healing activity, which was investigated with the NIH 3 T3 fibroblast cell
line. The same patch exhibits antimicrobial activity and self-healing capacity.
Recent clinical studies have demonstrated the efficacy of BC wound dressing in human burn
wounds. Compared with other commercial wound dressing products, the BC-based Biofill demonstrate
efficient pain relief and reduction in postoperative discomfort, faster healing, lack of scarring as well as
high time- and cost efficiency of the whole clinical treatment. In addition, Biofill protects the wound
from infection and is permeable to fluids and gases and acts as a suitable artificial skin. Other products
from the same (BioFill, Brazil) company are Dermafill, BioProcess and Nexfill. Xylos Corporation
(Langhorne, PA, USA) is another manufacturing company with XCell and Prima CelTM products used
as a wound dressing for venous ulcer wounds that promote autolytic debridement, relieve pain and
accelerate granulation. Technical University of Lodz develop and marketed two known brands, namely
CelMatC and CelMatMG. Polyhexamethylene biguanide (PHMB)-supplemented BC (Suprasorb X+
PHMB) is a commercial product of the company Activa Healthcare, L&R Company (Needwood Burton
on Trent, United Kingdom), which is marketed as a wound dressing that can be used in moderately
exuding, infected or critically colonised wounds. Ref. [83] Membracel is a commercial product of the
company Vuelo Pharmathat and is marketed as a temporary skin replacement for ulcers, burns and
lacerations. Ref. [84] Nanoderm and Nanoderm Ag from Axcelon Biopolymers Corp (Ontario, Canada).
are antimicrobial dressings that prevent infections; Nanoskin from Innovatec, which is intended to
be used as a blood vessel substitute; and Linfatics, lesions of the glume, facial peeling, infectious
dermolysis, abrasion of tattoos and chronic ulcers, which allow the release of gases while inhibiting
the entry of microorganisms. EpiProtect® is a product of S2Medical AB (Linköping, Sweden), which
has recently been used to heal paediatric patients with burns [85].
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3.2. Antimicrobial Activity in BC
BC provide physical barrier that can reduce the penetration of bacteria into the tissue, however,
in its native form do not offer any antimicrobial action. To elicit bioactivity towards different
bacteria, various modification routs have been proposed or specific compounds have been added
to deliver BC products, especially wound dressings, with antimicrobial and/or anti-inflammatory
properties. The antibacterial BC composites can be prepared in situ by adding partially deacetylated
chitosan nanocrystals to the culture medium or by post-synthetic modification and mixing of both
suspensions [86].
The integration of antibiotics into BC dressings is a most common approach. In the work of Laçin [87],
the antibiotic chloramphenicol was integrated into oxidised BC membranes, resulting in a prolonged
antimicrobial effect and improved adhesion and proliferation of fibroblasts. In the work of Ye et al. [88],
the BC sponge was formed by grafting amoxicillin onto regenerated BC, which provide antibacterial
activity against Gram+ and Gram- bacteria without toxicity to host cells. Group of Rouabhia [89]
prepare gentamicin-activated BC membranes by chemical grafting of arginine-glycine-aspartic
acid-cysteine (RGDC) peptides, and using the coupling agent 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane. Resulting
gentamicin-RGDC-grafted BC membranes, were found non-toxic to human skin fibroblasts and provide
a bactericidal effect against Streptococcus mutans. In a study by Junka et al. [90], BC saturated with
gentamicin show prolonged antibiotic release and significantly reduce the levels of biofilm-forming
pathogens, Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, resulting in low in vitro cytotoxicity to
osteoblast cell lines.
In addition to the antibiotics inclusion, the chemical modification of BC can ensure prolonged
antimicrobial activity and serve as an alternative method for activating the structure against
immune-reactive bacteria, without the addition of exogenous components Ref. [71]. The chemical
grafting of aminoalkyl groups onto the surface of their BC network as a mimetic structure for chitosan
was investigated in study of Fernandes et al. Ref. [91]. The BC-NH2 membranes obtained were lethal
to Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli and non-toxic to MSCs derived from human adipose tissue.
Another efficient examples for BC are the introduction of multicationic triazine benzyl groups [92],
the introduction of functional hydrophobic sites on the BC surface, etc.
Recent work by Wang et al. [93] has demonstrated the covalent transplantation of the photosensitiser
Hypocrellin onto BC. The results showed a 99.5 % reduction of Staphylococcus aureus under illumination,
while no statistically significant inactivation of Escherichia coli was observed. The latter was inactivated
by potentiation by 99.1% (2 log units). Potassium iodide is due to short-lived reactive iodide radicals,
which are the most important biocidal agents. Indirect cytotoxicity tests using mouse skin fibroblast cells
(L929) showed no changes in cell viability, indicating a lack of leachable components (e.g., unreacted
coupling agent or hypocrellin) that could be cytotoxic to mammalian cells. A study by Vismara
et al. [94] describes the manufacture of BC-based wound dressings in which BC has been modified by
grafting glycidyl methacrylate crosslinked with ethylene glycol dimethacrylate through a Fenton-type
radical process involving the generation of carbon-cantered cellulose radicals that are trapped by
methacrylate structures. Modified BC was further loaded with antimicrobial agents, vancomycin and
ciprofloxacin, which limit colonization by Staphylococcus aureus and Klebsiella pneumoniae.
In Maneering’s work [95] the BC membranes were immersed in silver nitrate solution and then the
silver ions (Ag+) were reduced to Ag0 by sodium borohydride. The impregnated BC membranes were
then freeze-dried; material demonstrate strong activity against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.
Similar findings were shown by the introduction of copper sulfate into BC enriched with alginate
and chitosan [96]. In the work of Ataide [97] BC was immersed in a sterilised bromelain solution
and incubated for 24 h at room temperature. Bromelin is a protease found in pineapple pulp and is
used in medicine for its anti-inflammatory and anticancer properties, promotion of cell apoptosis, etc.
Interestingly, the antimicrobial activity of bromelin increased after its incorporation in BC membranes:
in Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the bromelain-releasing solution MIC was six times
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higher than the original solution MIC, while in Staphylococcus aureus, the bromelain-releasing solution
MIC was 12 times higher than the original solution MIC.
A mussel mimetic transdermal patch was prepared from carboxylated BC and dopamine (DOPA)
by amidation reaction. BC/DOPA patch provide antimicrobial action against both Gram+ (Staphylococcus
aureus and Lysinibacillus fusiformis) and Gram- (Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacteria.
The in vitro wound healing tests, utilising NIH 3T3 cell line and the human lung epithelial cell line
A549 show that the presence of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and Ag nanoparticles in the composite
film further accelerates the wound healing process [98].
3.3. BC as Blood Brain Barrier (Bbb) Model
The BBB is a dynamic barrier in the brain that protects the brain from toxic substances arriving
from the bloodstream. As such, plays an important role in maintaining homeostasis in the central
nervous system. Because of its neuroprotective function, the BBB is also an obstacle for various drugs
for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases and brain tumours to enrich the central nervous system
from the bloodstream. This is of particular interest for the pre-development of in vitro models of the
BBB, especially due to its animal-free concept.
The use of the BC in this area is not very common, even its use as a basement membrane is
a promising approach, because of low (non) degradability of BCunder culturing conditions and
its nano-porosity (200 nm), which allows cell attachment while preventing cells from changing
compartments. In recent work by Bayir et al. [99], unmodified BC has been used as a reliable basement
membrane for BBB models in pharmaceutical research (Figure 6). Measurements of transendothelial
electrical resistance (TEER) show that the BC membrane leads to statistically higher TEER values than
the standard PET Transwell insert membrane. Validation of the model was performed with sucrose
and caffeine, whose permeability values are close to the in vivo values.
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3.4. BC in Dentistry
BC is a mucoadhesive, flexible and soft material, which makes it a good candidate for dental
applications. BC can be used as a wound dressing for the palate in mucosal grafts or as a cover for
extraction sockets [100] and can also be used as a temporary implant in dental extraction sockets or
as a membrane for guided tissue regeneration [77].
In dental implant and prosthetic dentistry, the preservation of residual alveolar bone volume
after tooth loss is critical, but is often compromised by infections, external injuries, and other lesions.
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3.4. BC in Dentistry
BC is a mucoadhesive, flexible and soft material, which makes it a good candidate for dental
applications. BC can be used as a wound dressing for the palate in mucosal grafts or as a cover for
extraction sockets [100] and can also be used as a temporary implant in dental extraction sockets or as
a membrane for guided tissue regeneration [77].
In dental implant and prosthetic dentistry, the preservation of residual alveolar bone volume
after tooth loss is critical, but is often compromised by infections, external injuries, and other lesions.
Gengiflex® (a product of Biofill, Brazil) is used in the treatment of periodontal defects. Gengiflex®
consists of two layers: The inner membrane is made of BC, which makes the membrane rigid, while
the outer membrane is chemically modified from alkali cellulose. After Gengiflex® therapy, a complete
improvement of the bony defect around a TiAl6V4 implant was reported, but incomplete bone growth
was observed in injuries covered with Gengiflex® membranes, resulting in pores and low bone density.
Studies by Weyell et al. [100] have demonstrated the benefits of doxycycline-loaded hydrated
and freeze-dried BC in dental therapies such as tooth extraction or mucosal grafting, where the
periodate oxidation was investigated towards the modified degradation profile. In addition, native
and oxidised doxycycline-loaded BC were tested for infection prophylaxis, with release studies of the
drug confirming a comparative biphasic release behaviour.
Group of Jinga [101] showed that the presence of BC nanowhiskers accelerates the curing processes
of mineral trioxide aggregate cements, resulting in composites suitable for endodontic application.
The same group combined BC powder with silicate cement powder for sustained cell survival and
promoted cell proliferation in vitro, demonstrating its potential for application in dentistry [102].
In our recent work [20], we combine BC with GEL to form asymmetric membranes by successive
periodate oxidation and a freeze-thaw/carbodiimide crosslinking process, which allows first a Schiff
reaction between the respective aldehyde and hydroxyl groups and later GEL stabilisation and
microstructuring. The membranes produced no cytotoxic effects on human fibroblasts, MRC-5 cells,
maintained their morphology in direct contact with the membrane, adhered to the GEL porous
site while not adhering to the thinly GEL-coated BC side, showed beneficial properties for possible
applications of guided tissue regeneration as required in periodontal treatment.
3.5. BC in Cartilage, Bone and Osteochondral Regeneration
In bone tissue engineering, ceramics, metals, polymers and composites are most frequent materials
of choice. The ceramics, such as hydroxyapatite (HAp) and calcium phosphates (CaP) are most widely
used because of their osteoconductive and osteoinductive properties, which are, however, associated
with brittleness and low mechanical stability. Metals (e.g., titanium) are biocompatible, but there is
increasing concern about dissolved/released metal particles and ions that cause inflammatory reactions
around the implant. In particular, the inflammatory cytokine tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) is
expressed in the adjacent bone when a titanium implant is used [103]. Synthetic polymers, such as
poly (ε-caprolactone), poly (lactic acid), poly (glycolic acid) and their copolymers, poly (carbonates)
and poly (anhydrides) are often used as tailor-made precursors, with natural polymers, proteins and
polysaccharides also playing an important role in this area.
The mechanical properties of BC give it its use as filler and mechanical enhancer in hard tissue
regeneration applications. The elastic modulus of BC, measured by atomic force microscopy was
reported to reach 78 GPa and by Raman spectroscopy for individual BC fibres the 114 GPa, which
becomes lower when BC foils are measured (their elastic modulus was reported to be in the range of
15–35 GPa), Ref. [104]. Since BC is considered to be collagen mimetic, the mineralised phase HAp or
another CaP component is often added by three general methods: (i) In situ cultivation of CaPs in
culture media; (ii) ex situ synthesis of CaPs in BC fibres or physical mixing of the two materials; and
(iii) synthesis of BC composite from BC solution [61].
The main limitation of BC in bone regeneration is its high density and nanoporosity, which limits
cell infiltration. Zaborovska et al. [105] reported on the production of porous BC by introducing
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300–500 µm paraffin micro particles during the biosynthesis process. If the macroporous BC was
colonised with MC3T3-E1 osteoprogenitor cells, clustering of the cells within the pores and denser
mineral deposition occurred as in the control surfaces of the BC. The same approach was used by
Andersson, using wax particles of 150–300 µm. Joint chondrocytes from young adult patients and
neonatal joint chondrocytes penetrated the pores and multiplied, producing glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
in the clustered regions [59]. In order to be used as a reinforcement phase as a single nanofiber instead
of nanofibrilar network, the BC was broken down by microfluidisation and ultrasound and the chain
aggregation was additionally stabilised by CMC polymer. [106]
Pigossi et al. [45] reported on the preparation of BC-HAp composites associated with osteogenic
growth peptide (OGP) or pentapeptide OGP (10–14) and their use for bone regeneration in critical
size calvarial defects in mice. Three days after operation, the specific bone markers (Runx2, Tnfrsf11b
and Bglap) were upregulated by membranes containing the peptides, suggesting an acceleration of
osteoblastic differentiation as well as activity. After 60 and 90 days a high percentage of bone formation
was observed for membranes based on BC-HAp and BC-HAp OGP (10–14).
In the study by Coelho et al. [107], the BC membrane was associated with HAp and an antibody
against bone morphogenetic proteins (anti-BMP-2) (BC-HAp-anti-BMP-2), which do not demonstrate
any toxicity, genotoxicity and mutagenicity. The release kinetics of the anti-BMP-2 antibodies detected
in vitro gradually reduces the antibody levels so that they decrease by about 70% in 7 days and by
about 90% in 14 days. BC-HAp-anti-BMP-2 increased the expression of several genes involved in bone
repair, increased mineralization nodules and levels of alkaline phosphatase activity.
In the work of Zhu [108], BC was used for the treatment of osteochondral defects (particularly
for the cartilage segments) by incorporating BC into a double-network hydrogel system of two
interpenetrating polymer networks consisting of γ-glutamic acid, lysine and alginate. The results show
that the compression modulus of the resulting hydrogel (0.322 MPa) was comparable to that of natural
articular cartilage. Martinez et al. [109] demonstrate the efficacy of two-layer BC scaffolds consisting
of a dense BC layer and a macroporous nanocellulose/alginate layer for osteochondral regeneration,
whereby the scaffold is colonised with human nasoseptal chondrocytes (NC) and cultivated in vitro
for up to 6 weeks. Formed two-layer BC scaffolds have a porosity of 75% and an average pore size of
50 ± 25 µm, were non-pyrogenic (0.15 ± 0.09 EU/mL) and non-cytotoxic (cell viability: 97.8 ± 4.7%),
provide good mechanical stability and maintain structural integrity. Importantly, they provide a
suitable environment for cultured NCs and a combination of isolated NCs and MNCs for cartilage
formation in vitro and in vivo.
3.6. BC in Drug Delivery
BC’s high purity, biocompatibility and unique structural and mechanical properties, as well as its
ability to adhere to irregular skin surfaces and high skin tolerance are significant attributes for topical
drug delivery systems, Ref. [110]. An important advantage is its high temperature stability, which
facilitates its sterilisation by autoclaving. BC has been utilised for administration of antibiotics to the
wounds, molecularly imprinted polymeric matrix systems for the enantioselective administration
of drugs, support in transdermal drug administration and absorption of residues, administration
agents in the treatment of dental canals, as matrices and capsule shells for oral drug administration,
protein administration in the colon, etc. However, its highly porous structure can hardly resist the
free movement of gasses, solvents and other small molecules, which makes native BC an unsuitable
biopolymer for controlled drug delivery. The specific chemical modifications are essential to achieve
its conversion into the efficient drug delivery cargo [111].
In the work of Narh et al. [112] inulin was introduced into the fructose permeates of the bacterial
strain Gluconacetobacter xylinus to synthesise empty cellulose pockets for the storage of drugs. BC/CMC
biocomposites with varying degrees of substitution (from 0.7 to 1.2) were loaded with methotrexate
(MTX) as an alternative for the topical treatment of psoriasis, Ref. [33]. Study suggests that degree of
substitution in CMC is a key factor in modulating BC properties and drug release. Composite films of
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the same composition crosslinked with citric acid were prepared by solution casting and loaded with
ibuprofen sodium salt as a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug with also analgesic and antipyretic
effects, Ref. [113]. Acetylated freeze-dried BC was found to efficiently encapsulate both, the poorly
water-soluble drug famotidine and the highly water-soluble drug tizinidine [111]. BC and alginate were
mixed by an ex situ method with Ag sulfadiazine payload. Loading BC-alginate scaffolds with varying
amounts of doxorubicin reduced the cell viability of the HT-29 human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell
line compared to free dox from about 95 to 53% after 24 h and from 63% to 37% after 48 h, demonstrating
the potential for cancer therapies in solid tumours. BC-alginate coacervate films were loaded with
doxorubicin by an absorption mechanism. Strong interaction between BC and alginate, creating a
highly interpenetrating biopolymeric network that contributes to an improved inclusion and loading
capacity of hydrophilic doxorubicin. Other examples of drugs loaded into BC or BC-based composites
are bovine serum albumin [114], caffeine, lidocaine, ibuprofen and diclofenac [115], levofloxacin [116],
propranolol [117], etc.
Group of Chen et al. [118] develops multifunctional core-shell hybrid microfibers by combining
coaxial spinning with a microfluidic device and subsequent dip coating, which contain a hydrogel core
of BC and a conductive polymer shell layer of poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene). A diclofenac sodium,
was introduced as model drug into the core layer of the microfibers during the synthesis process and
its release was enhanced by external electrical stimulation. The resulting hybrid microfibers exhibit a
well-controlled microscopic morphology, improved mechanical properties, excellent biocompatibility
and electroactivity for PC12 cell cultures, suggesting a potential application for the reconstruction of
electrically responsive tissues that mimic muscle fibres or nerve networks.
3.7. Other Applications of BC
Mesh for hernia treatment. An ideal mesh used in hernia repair must meet several requirements:
long-term biocompatibility, mechanical stability with low shrinkage, resistance to infection and seroma
formation, avoidance of adhesions and fistulas, and the lowest possible hernia recurrence rate. Recent
preclinical studies in Wistar rats with different models of ventral hernia show encapsulation and
moderate inflammation, but because of the presence of undesirable adhesions and structural instability
and shrinkage of the mesh, future modifications were identified as necessary [119]. In a study of
Piasecka-Zelga et al. [120] the bio-modified mesh was formed on commercial polypropylene (PP) mesh
coated on one or both sides with chitosan-modified BC. Modified BC and PP fabric were well integrated
because of the pre-irradiation of the PP fabric with UV. After implantation, the PP-BC composite mesh
induces the least immune reaction to the surrounding tissue, effectively induces tissue remodelling,
does not induce allergic or intradermal reactions or pathological changes in internal organs, indicating
a better performance than the commercial PP mesh.
In the work of Wang et al. [121], the BC was identified as a promising candidate for the prevention
of postoperative epidural fibrosis and adhesion. The membrane consisted of BC and exosomes of
human umbilical cord MSCs, and these show no cytotoxicity in vivo and no inhibitory effect on
epidural fibrosis and peridural adhesion.
Artificial cornea. BC’s high light transmission, favourable mechanical properties, ability to
withstand surgical sutures and intraocular pressure, and biocompatibility make it a potential candidate
for a scaffold for keratoplasty. Keratoplasty is a widely used technique for replacing damaged corneas,
often associated with side effects such as xerophthalmia, corneal neovascularization, donor shortage
and graft rejection. The work of Jia [122] demonstrate that corneal stroma cells can be preserved, grow
and proliferate on BC scaffolds [123].
In the work of Zhang et al. [124], the biocompatibility of BC as a scaffold for corneal stroma
replacement was investigated using rabbit corneal epithelial and stroma cells cultured on BC; the
in vivo test confirmed the optical transparency in 3 month study, elucidating the BC potential in
this area.
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Vascular grafts. Because of its good mechanical strength (a burst pressure of up to 880 mmHg) and
blood compatibility, BC was used also for artificial tubes, which can be used as a potential replacement
of small (4 mm) or large (6 mm) vascular grafts. Commercial product BASYC® was developed in
tubular form directly during cultivation with the aim of developing biomaterials that can be used as
coatings in experimental micronerve surgery and as artificial blood vessel interplants with an inner
diameter of about 1 mm, Ref. [125]. In addition to artificial blood vessels, BASYC® alone or loaded
with a neuroregenerative drug has also shown promising results regarding tissue innervation in animal
models after neurosurgical interventions.
In order to improve compliance of BC tubes for use as vascular grafts, poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was
introduced into the BC tubes, improving mechanical properties and water permeability. Ref. [126] The
BC/PVA composite demonstrate good hemocompatibility with low platelet and factor XII activation and
as such is a candidate for cardiac prostheses, Ref. [127]. BC/heparin composite as a mimetic of the natural
ECM has been proposed to improve the blood compatibility and regenerative capacity of BC. In the work
of Wang et al. [128], a BC-chitosan/heparin composite was prepared and MC3T3-E1 cells were seeded on
the obtained samples to test cell compatibility. The 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide results showed that the BC-chitosan/heparin composites were suitable for cell proliferation
and ingrowth.
Biosensors. Derikvand et al. [129] elaborated a versatile, chemo-enzymatic approach for activation
of BC by simple copper (I)-catalysed azide-alkyne cycloaddition ‘click chemistry’ to develop new
fluorogen esterase sensors. The facile aqueous modification was identified to facilitate wide applicability
to cellulose papers, gauze and hydrogels. Linking the released fluorophore to the cellulose surface
prevents signal degradation, allowing highly sensitive and simple visualisation (Figure 7a).
Group of Lv et al. [130] developed a self-powered biosensor using a glucose oxidase-based
bioanode and a laccase-based biocathode decorated with multi-walled carbon nanotubes of carboxyl
groups and a BC electrode modified with gold nanoparticles (Figure 7b). Experimental results showed
that BC 3D network stability would be a very promising support for self-powered biosensors. Yao
et al. [131] demonstrated the processing of colour tuneable luminescent macrofibers based on BC
nanofibers loaded with CdTe quantum dots by wet spinning. The fluorescence intensity of the
enzyme-modified microfibers was highly sensitive to the glucose concentration; their flexibility allows
the conversion into a woven structure, which offers a great potential for the development of portable
sensor devices.
The magnetic BC was evaluated as a magnetic hydrogel patch in the blood vessel, which was
inserted with a stent to seal the neuro-endovascular cavity and normalise blood flow. A similar
hydrogel was evaluated to improve the problems observed in the interaction of metallic biomaterials
(replaced joints, metal plates and stents) and blood. These magnetic hydrogels and their derivatives,
together with immobilised drugs, may be potential candidates for surface coating/printing of metallic
implant surfaces, or applied to other drug delivery implants to minimise rejection and immune
reactions [132].
The biphasic Janus hydrogels present conducting BC polymer hydrogels with double network
that combine electro-activity with biocompatibility in the same device, Ref. [133]. They can act as an
interface between biology and device, empowering creation of implantable devices for personalised
and regenerative medicine. Electroactive hydrogels were prepared using BC and conductive polymer
deposited on the surface of the BC hydrogel. The electrical conductivity gives the composites the
ability to react to voltage and current and the BC hydrogel layer provides good biocompatibility,
biodegradability, bio adhesion and mass transport properties. Such a system could enable selective
biological functions such as molecular recognition and specific catalysis as well as the study of the
complex genetic and molecular mechanisms.
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(replaced joints, metal plates and stents) and blood. These magnetic hydrogels and their derivatives,
together with immobilised drugs, may be potential candidates for surface coating/printing of metallic
implant surfaces, or applied to other drug delivery implants to minimise rejection and immune
reactions [132].

Photodynamic therapy in cancer treatment. Conductive BC/polyaniline mixtures have received
increasing attention in the scientific community not only for electronic applications but also for the
development of novel electro‐responsive drug delivery mechanisms, Ref. [135]. A physical
dehydration method was used for the inclusion of the photosensitiser C60, which is used for
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Since the first documented use of BC in biomedicine by a Brazilian company in 1986, which
discussed the applications of Biofill® as skin replacement for burns and ulcers, extensive studies
have been conducted on BC and its full application potential in tissue engineering has been gradually
realised. BC composites go far beyond their original form (BC) and are developing into advanced
technological solutions for applications ranging from drug delivery to tissue engineering. Through
compounding, surface modifications or simple mixing with other components, the inertness of the
BC is improved, thus increasing its medical potential. The growing interest in BC composites offers
great potential for improving the current production of biomedical materials for future regenerative
medicine for the diagnosis and cure of various diseases. Although BC is considered biocompatible
and non-toxic, the final composites and their degradation products need to be carefully examined,
especially in translational research where strict regulations must be strictly adhered to ensure human
health and safety.
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